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1 Introduction

This paper reports ongoing work on temporal as-
pects of how participants manage conversation. We
analyse dyadic phone conversations in the Switch-
board (SWB) corpus (Godfrey et al., 1992) using
a method previously employed on multiparty di-
alogue (Włodarczak and Gilmartin, 2021). The
analysis is based on floor state - who is speaking
or silent at any moment during interaction. By
annotating floor state intervals, stretches of time
during which a particular floor state holds, we can
analyse floor state transitions or sequences of con-
tiguous floor states. We are particularly interested
in transitions between ‘substantial’ stretches of sin-
gle party speech, to elucidate turntaking. We fo-
cus on transitions between stretches of single party
speech in the clear of at least one second in dura-
tion (to avoid treating e.g. backchannels as turns).
We distinguish between speaker transitions (BST)
and within speaker transitions (WST). In WST, the
speaker on either side of the transition is the same,
as in turn retention, while in BSTs, the single party
speech bounding the transition is by different speak-
ers, as in turn change. To illustrate, Figure 1 shows
a short exchange from a 3-party conversation. It
involves 8 floor states – solo speech (A, B, C), over-
laps (AC, AB) and general silence (X). Without the
one second threshold we would treat this stretch
as a series of three transitions: A_AC_AB_A from
A to A, A_X_B from A to B, and B_X_C from
B to C. However, looking at the transcript and the
speech patterns, it seems more likely that the longer
stretches of solo speech (A, C) delimit a single
more complex transfer of floor possession from
speaker A to C.

In previous work we found similarities in
speaker transition distribution in different multi-
party corpora. One-interval transitions were the
largest class for all corpora studied, with a higher
proportion of one-interval transitions in WST. How-

A
B
C

Floor state A AC AB A X B X C

A . . . cameras. You’re just not normally as aware of it.
C Yeah
B It’s true.
B Yeah.
C There’s two on every bus.

Figure 1: An excerpt from a 3-party casual conver-
sation corresponding to a between-speaker transition,
A_AC_AB_A_X_B_X_C, from speaker A to C with six
intervening intervals (AC, AB, A, X, B, X). Top: Tem-
poral organization of individual speakers’ contributions
(represented as color bars) and the resulting floor states.
Bottom: Simplified transcript. Speakers’ contributions
are color-coded for consistency.

ever, less than half of between and within speaker
transitions were accomplished with a single inter-
vening interval of silence or overlap, indicating that
turn change and retention are often a more complex
sequence of events than a simple silence or short
overlap. We found high levels of uniformity in
the most common WSTs and BSTs found in differ-
ent languages and settings (Gilmartin et al., 2020,
2019; Gilmartin, 2021; Włodarczak and Gilmartin,
2021; Gilmartin et al., 2018). We found consider-
able complexity and growing incidence of partici-
pation by more speakers with transition length, and
that silent intervals account for a significant part
of transition duration. Below, we analyse SWB to
investigate whether our findings on multiparty talk
hold for dyadic phone conversations.

2 Data and Annotation

We used the 2438 dyadic phone conversations (259
hours) in the Switchboard-1 Telephone Speech Cor-
pus: Release 2, with the Mississippi University
ISIP word level transcription. Transcripts were
processed using Praat and Python to create speech
and silence labels with all non-speech sounds sup-
pressed to silence, resulting in 520135 talkspurts.
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Figure 2: Distribution of Between and Within Speaker Transitions in Switchboard and 3 other corpora

From these we generated BST and WST labels, as
described above. We used annotations from 3-party
dialogue data from our previous studies to compare
with the SWB results –three-party spontaneous con-
versations in Estonian (Lippus et al.) and Swedish
(Włodarczak and Heldner, 2017), and collabora-
tive conversational games in English (Litman et al.,
2016). This data set contained 22106 talkspurts in
9 hours and 51 minutes hours of conversation.

3 Results

Results are first presented for SWB, and then con-
trasted with results on multiparty corpora.

Distribution of Speech, Silence and Overlap
SWB has lower incidence of silence and overlap
than the multiparty datasets, and higher incidence
of single-party speech in the clear.

Distribution of speaker transitions SWB
yielded 256,655 speaker transitions in 259 hours of
talk, an average of one every 3.7 seconds. In the
3-party data, there was an average of one transition
every 4.7 seconds. The vast bulk (over 99%) of
transitions in SWB comprised fewer than 16 inter-
vening intervals (approximately 99%). There were
vanishingly few transitions involving even numbers
of intervening intervals (47 out of 256,655). One-
interval transitions are the largest class, and the
frequency of transitions decreases with increasing
numbers of intervening intervals. All of these re-
sults reflected our earlier findings for 3-party data.

Distribution of BSTs and WSTs In SWB,
78.28% of transitions are WST, greatly outnumber-
ing BSTs. WSTs account for 81% of 1-interval
transitions, 80% of 3-interval, with proportion
falling with increasing numbers of intervals to 60%
of 15 interval transitions. Figure 2 shows the split
between BSTs and WSTs for odd number interval
transitions in SWB and in the 3-party conversa-
tions. In SWB, 47.72% of all transitions (41.65%
of BSTs and 50.03% of WSTs) were accomplished

with one intervening interval, 27.14% (24.77% of
BSTs and 28.15% of WSTs) with two interven-
ing intervals, and 12.86% (15.98% of BSTs and
12.16% of WSTs) with 3 intervening intervals

4 Discussion

SWB has less silence and overlap and more speech
in the clear than the 3-party data - this may be
due to modality; on the phone, speakers may wait
for their interlocutor to finish before commencing
to speak, and may give less verbal feedback in
overlap. It could also reflect differences between
dyadic and multi-party talk. The distribution of
speaker transitions largely reflects results from the
3-party data (and also from 4- and 5- party data
analysed in (Gilmartin, 2021). The largest cate-
gory are 1-interval transitions, even-number inter-
val transitions are extremely rare, and the number
of transitions drops off with increasing numbers
of intervals. The proportion of 1-interval transi-
tions in SWB is greater than in 3-party, but still
only accounts for 47.7% of all transitions, high-
lighting how most transitions involve more than
a single silence or overlap, even in dyadic phone
conversations. The higher incidence of WSTs than
BSTs in SWB reflects results in the 3-party data.
WSTs more dramatically outnumber BSTs in SWB
than in the 3-party data. This could reflect long
turns being taken in SWB, perhaps because partici-
pants were strangers, or indeed, may be a feature
of telephone conversation.

Our analysis has shown that more than half of all
BSTs and WSTs involve more than one interven-
ing interval of speech, silence or overlap between
longer stretches of single party speech. This re-
flects previous results on multiparty spoken interac-
tion, implying that turn change and retention even
in dyadic phone conversations exhibit a level of
complexity that is not covered by modelling them
as a simple gap or overlap.
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